FLOORBALL – Basic goal 60 x 90 cm with a net
The goal is designed for competitions at primary schools. The metal goal has a pipe with a diameter of 22mm. Fixing the net on the back of the pipe to the rods by a
black rope. The posts and the crossbar are perfectly smooth. Available in red colour.
Tournament and Monolith Goal 115 x 160 IFF (net + drop net)
Tournament goal 115 x 160cm with a black net and white drop net. Designed according to the AZETX standard goal. Only the pipe thickness differs it from the standard
goal. The tournament goal is made of pipes with a diameter of 22mm. Fixing the net on the back of the pipe to the rods by a black rope. The posts and crossbar welded
at the base of the frame right-angle. Available in red colour.
FLOORBALL – Collapsible Goal 115 x 160 IFF
Floorball goal 115 x 160 cm collapsible, approved by IFF. You do not have to worry about delivery costs any more. Packed in a cardboard box - 2 sets with nets and drop
nets.
FLOORBALL – AZETX PRESTIGE RINK IFF
The AZETX floorball rinks are made of extruded polypropylene 5mm thick. Our sets are produced in 50cm height. Each rink model is equipped with a double system of
protection against modules’ gape and shift during the game. The corners are produced using an innovative method developed by the AZETX owner.
AZETX EXTREME RINK IFF. We offer the latest system Band Floorball - EXTREME model , it is even more resistant to impact. Compared with the Prestige all the elements
are made of the same material. For the production of bands Azetx - Extreme uses high quality material resistant to impact, and the additional advantage is the
possibility to use band for floorball in subzero temperatures.
FLOORBALL – AZETX ECONOM RINK without IFF
To each purchase of IFF Rinks you can buy additional straight elements and corners to build the cheaper AZETX ECONOM RINK. By buying 20 straight elements which
length is 2m you can build 3 trainings rinks: 1st rink- 14mx20m, 2nd rink – 12mx20m, 3rd rink-14x20m
FLOORBALL – AZETX MINI RINK
MINI rink is designed for disabled people who are willing to play floorball matches. Thickness of the board is 5mm. Made of copolymer which is resistant on weather
conditions.
FLOORBALL – AZETX Tee
We offer to everyone, who have our 20x40m rink and want to teach and play with 4 teams at the same time, our new AZETX TEE. It allows you from 52 straight
elements build 2 floorball rink 12mx20m
FLOORBALL – Trolley for transport and storage
Trolley for storage and transport of gangs tournament certified IFF. Metal, powder coated. Equipped with 4 swivel castors, 2 wheels with brake pedal. Very easy to
directing. Indispensable in the storage band. Set band on the field 20 x 40 m is located on the 2 wheelchairs. The truck is can store 26 straight elements and 4 corner
pieces.
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